


5 Drainage

If the refrigerator has been accumulated too much water, we

can use the defrosting drainpipe to drain out the water.

6 Use advanced manostat to ensure the refrigerator safety

using in the indian environment.

Notice
The unit can be stored continuously in ambient temperature of 0 ~50

and relative humidity of 15%~90%.

The unit can work under ambinet temperature of 5 ~45 and relative

humidity of 15%~90%.For better unit performance and situation,we

suggest that the unit work under ambient temperature 10 ~43 and

relative humidity of 15%~90%.
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Other Services

ATTENTION

The ILR should be used as following steps:

(1) Settle the trays and baskets strictly according to the pic1 and pic2.

Notice: Please locate two trays on the plain stage of the HBC-70 in the

opposite direction.

(2) Running ILR for 24hours later and make sure the inner cabinet temperature

between 2 to 4 by adjusting temperature controller if needed.

(3) The vaccines should be stored inside baskets. The trays above the basket

should be used during vaccine storage. There should be some distance

between vaccines for vaccines safety. Vaccines should be stored with one

third of the capacity of the ILR per time and total vaccines should be loaded

by steps.

(4) Make sure the door closed completely.
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carries out easily even when fully loaded
and keeps temperature stabilization.
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Please make sure that the inner-lid should
be covered inside cabinet.

We can set

the temperature from 2 to 8 by using the key “ ”

or “ ”.
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thermostat

20 hours

when the power is off.

set

Pressing the keys of ‘Fn’ and ‘SET’ at

the same time,then press ’ key for

2 or 3 seconds.Adjust the temperature by

‘

‘SET

’ or ‘ ’ when ice is in ‘SET’.

Introduction of the displayer

1.when the compressor is working, will be

visual.

2.when the power is connected, will be

visual.

3.when the displayer is locked, will be visual.

4.when it is on alarm, will be audiovisual.

5.The number of the temperature

If the number is different from the temperature

testing by another thermoscope,it is a natural

thing.Because the sensors are placed at

different areas.

Cut off the power and



long

Cut off the power.

The refrigerator has some removable wire

baskets and some trays for storing items.

Which help vaccines to avoid some abnormal

temperature region.

Please keep to use them inside anytime.
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